
Introduction to Hip

Physical Therapy in Canton for Hip

Welcome to BodyFit Physical Therapy's patient resource about hip problems.

A hip injury is nothing to joke about, it is one of the most
serious injuries a person can suffer through and one that can lead to long-term health problems if not
addressed correctly or inevitably prevented.  Athletes who play active sports like football, soccer, and rugby
are more prone to suffering through a hip injury than athletes in other sports, however, hip injuries can also
occur by accident, whether through a bad fall or quick and awkward movement.  Therefore, you must know
how to take care of yourself so you do not fall victim to this debilitating injury.

This area of our site covers everything you need to be aware of as it relates to your hips and keeping them
healthy.

Remember, good health and a little prevention now will protect this sensitive area as you age.  We want to
be there with you to proactively protect and prevent against hip injuries.

Click on one of these links to learn more:

Hip Anatomy

Hip Issues

Hip Surgery

FAQs

Hear from some of our patients who we treated for Hip Pain

• • • • • 
“ Cindy is absolutely wonderful to work with. I am a huge advocate for physical therapy but I wanted to see
someone who can address all the pain I was experiencing and not just one specific area. I... ”
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https://www.bodyfitphysicaltherapy.com/Injuries-Conditions/Hip/Hip-Anatomy/a~299/article.html
https://www.bodyfitphysicaltherapy.com:443/Injuries-Conditions/Hip/Introduction-to-Hip/a~2461/Injuries-Conditions/Hip/Hip-Issues/c~113/category.html
https://www.bodyfitphysicaltherapy.com:443/Injuries-Conditions/Hip/Introduction-to-Hip/a~2461/Injuries-Conditions/Hip/Surgery/c~118/category.html
https://www.bodyfitphysicaltherapy.com:443/Injuries-Conditions/Hip/Introduction-to-Hip/a~2461/Injuries-Conditions/Hip/FAQs/c~115/category.html


“ Cindy is absolutely wonderful to work with. I am a huge advocate for physical therapy but I wanted to see
someone who can address all the pain I was experiencing and not just one specific area. I like how I got 1:1
attention for a full hour. I noticed an improvement almost immediately. She's extremely personable and so
smart. Sessions with her are worth every penny and I look forward to coming back whenever I need a little
tune up. ”
Richelle W
Canton, CT

• • • • • 
“ Cindy was awesome! She listened to what I was saying, we determined where my "problem" spots were
and she walked me through the correct way to stretch my body to help with these areas. I didn't have a... ”
“ Cindy was awesome! She listened to what I was saying, we determined where my "problem" spots were
and she walked me through the correct way to stretch my body to help with these areas. I didn't have a
specific injury but wanted to help my body be able to recover better from my longer runs. She is very
thorough and a great resource for so many things. I highly recommend sessions with Cindy!!! ”
Lauren M
Canton, CT

• • • • • 
“ I have had such a great experience with Cindy. She is kind, easy to talk to and extremely knowledgeable
in her field. She goes out of her way to do whatever she can to help you. I couldnâ“�t say... ”
“ I have had such a great experience with Cindy. She is kind, easy to talk to and extremely knowledgeable
in her field. She goes out of her way to do whatever she can to help you. I couldnâ“�t say enough about her.
I would recommend her to anyone. She is outstanding! ”
Carrie
Submitted on website directly
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